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Introduction and Motivation

Mathematical discoveries, small or great are never born of spontaneous generation. They always presup-

pose a soil seeded with preliminary knowledge and well prepared by labour, both conscious and subcon-

scious. –Henri Poincaré

1.1 Introduction

The projects presented in this book are short-term research projects that

� reinforce material covered in class;

� show real-life applications in a variety of fields;

� are research-like in that answers are not readily available, have not been thoroughly investigated, or present

open-ended questions whose answers may lead students down different paths of discovery.

A majority of these projects have been used in the sophomore-level numerical methods course taken by all mathemat-

ics, physics, and quantitative finance majors at James Madison University (JMU). Since programming is taught as part

of the course, many of the projects can be executed by students with little experience in programming. The authors

have taught this course using MATLAB [34]; however, in the book we present the projects in a way that can be adapted

to any programming language. The projects have been carefully designed to inspire critical thinking and questioning,

and to lead students down a path of self-discovery. In fact these projects fall in line with new methods in number

theory and other branches of mathematics that base conjectures on numerical results before proving any theorems.

These practices have come to be known as experimental mathematics, and there are a number of books on the subject

(for example, [3]). Our book also contains upper-level projects, some requiring more mathematical machinery than

is introduced in a standard numerical methods course. These projects are designed primarily for senior-level students

headed to graduate school or challenging jobs after they graduate.

We have seen the following benefits from using these projects in class:

� students, even those who are not typically interested in math, are captivated;

� students gain increased confidence in their mathematical skills;

� students improve their ability to present mathematical concepts to others.

The goal of this book is to share these projects with other teachers and provide a framework for incorporating under-

graduate research into their classroom. At the same time, we want to make available many real-world applications that
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do not involve high-level mathematical theory and are accessible to students at many levels. In this chapter, we explain

how we have successfully implemented these projects in a variety of settings. For each project we include avenues for

further study for students desiring a longer-term research experience, perhaps one that extends over an entire semester

or summer.

1.2 Motivation

Below we list five primary benefits of an undergraduate research experience, laid out in a recent article by the MAA

CUPM Subcommittee on Undergraduate Research [12]. Each of the five benefits applies to the projects in this book.

Even though these projects may not technically qualify as undergraduate research, they are great tools for motivating

interest in mathematics and mathematical research.

1. Involvement in a significant mathematics project directed by a faculty member

This point encapsulates both a positive and a negative aspect about the projects we present. The positive aspect is

that the student spends a significant amount of time with a faculty member. The negative aspect is that the student

spends a significant amount of time with a faculty member. Yes, the two sentences above are different. It is a

great experience for students to be deeply involved in a project in which their instructor serves as their research

mentor. They often request further mentorship in subsequent semesters, so the projects provide a great way to

recruit students for undergraduate research. However, such mentorship can take quite a bit of faculty time. Using

this book in a standard classroom setting, an instructor may feel as though he or she is supervising 12 separate

research projects! By having students work in groups, though, we have discovered that they brainstorm with

fellow group members and discover on their own avenues they would like to explore. This interaction has the

added benefit that students experience the kind of research group common in many fields in both graduate school

and industry. Students benefit from collaboration with their peers as well as their faculty mentor. Moreover, these

are short-term projects. The good news is that faculty time can be approximated as a decreasing, concave up

function of the due date!

2. Experience with independent thinking, an invaluable skill for graduate school

Students who have worked on a project in this book (at JMU, these include all math majors) have had to think

differently. For the first time many of these students find themselves searching for questions rather than answers.

Many students who perform only adequately in class thrive when given the opportunity to come up with their

own analyses. Students who have already decided on a graduate school track will likely have an undergraduate

research experience outside the classroom. One reason we wrote this book is to foster independent thinking for

all students, regardless of major or career aspirations. At JMU the effect has been positive: the number of majors

who have decided to attend graduate school or have applied for longer-term research experiences has increased

as a result of the projects in this book.

3. Control over their education that is impossible to duplicate in the classroom environment

This aspect of undergraduate research is the primary reason for writing this book. Although the authors agree

with the MAA’s CUPM statement, we have found the projects in this book are a good first-order, classroom

approximation to an undergraduate research experience. Since students choose their projects (usually from a

substantial list), they have a sense of control over their education. This fosters in them a sense of ownership of

results. Since our numerical methods course also has physics, computer science, and finance majors, we captivate

their interest by providing mathematical projects in these subject areas. This control over their education often

motivates non-math majors to continue their work on projects in mathematics, add a math major, or seek a career

path that incorporates mathematics in a significant way.

4. Significantly enriched understanding of modern mathematics

Projects in this book expose topics that may not be covered in a traditional mathematics curriculum. Executing

such projects helps undergraduates better define their areas of interest. Many students, despite encouragement
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from faculty, never take the initiative to participate in an undergraduate research project. Those who do deepen

their understanding of the richness and breadth of modern mathematics.

5. Improved communication skills

It is a worthy skill to be able to describe a mathematical concept to others. Each project in this book culminates

in a written report, an oral presentation, or a poster. Students accordingly can improve their communication

skills, by describing clearly mathematical concepts to others, particularly those not majoring or working in the

field of mathematics. Exposure to different methods of communication prepares students for the future. Section

1.3 describes how students may benefit from oral presentations, poster presentations, and written reports for

these projects. Each project in this book can lead to a poster presentation or talk at an undergraduate conference,

thereby providing further opportunities to improve students’ communication skills.

Our experience introducing these projects in the classroom has been remarkable. We hope to share them so that

other students will be encouraged to pursue undergraduate research.

1.3 Implementation

We have found that when students choose projects that interest them, they want to work on them. To encourage the

students to take ownership of their projects, we provide students with numerous choices of projects to pursue during

their semester-long course. We have thus accumulated a large bank of research-type projects that can be used in a

numerical analysis course or can launch undergraduate research or independent study outside the classroom. Many of

the projects can be adjusted for different durations and allow different paths of discovery. Some of our students were

motivated to design their own projects, subject to instructor approval. These students had the deepest undergraduate

research experience during the course.

Our students have used the three primary reporting venues for communicating scientific research: the paper, the poster

presentation, and the talk. Projects are carried out by individuals or by groups of size two or three. Some projects have

groups capped at two. Poster presentations and talks generally require less time to grade than the papers. But giving

students detailed, explicit instructions about their papers makes grading them less daunting than we originally thought.

Section 1.4.1 contains the assignment we give students for writing their scientific reports. We include here only a brief

description.

1.3.1 Written Scientific Report

The written scientific report consists of three main parts: a statement of the problem, a description of the solution

procedure, and a discussion of results and conclusions.

The statement of the problem consists of a literature search of similar problems and techniques for solving them. It

allows the instructor to see whether the students really understand where their work falls in the area of their research,

and to see if the students understand whether their work improves upon previous work.

The description of the solution describes briefly the mathematics underlying the project and summarizes the method

and (in pseudo-code) algorithms used to carry it out. The purpose of this section is to outline the procedures used to

solve the problem. Generally results are not presented here.

The results and conclusions section reports not only on solution or conclusions, but also on precautions taken to be

certain the results are correct. This section is especially important if students have found no right answer or obvious so-

lution! Students must describe difficulties they encountered during the assignment and suggest possible improvements

to their project or ways to generalize their procedures to other problems.

Computer programs are usually required as part of the project report but are electronically submitted separate from the

written report. Code is graded on performance and style, based on guidelines indicated in class.

The scientific paper assignment is included in Section 1.4.1.
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1.3.2 Poster Presentation

The poster should have the same basic sections as the scientific report, but in summary form. Students are encouraged

to use and generate pictures rather than words. Although students present posters to classmates who should in most

cases understand their context, the poster should also stand alone and be fully understood without further explanation.

Many of the posters presented in our classes went on to regional conferences. The Mathematics and Statistics Depart-

ment at JMU now has hanging in its hallways numerous posters that are often discussed by students as they wait for

classes. Their display feeds an exciting culture and an expectation that students will make posters of this type as they

move along in their academic career. One example poster is included at the end of each of the subsequent chapters of

the book.

1.3.3 Oral Presentation

The oral classroom presentation is a 5- to 10-minute talk and is required in each project. Many students find this

exercise to be constraining in comparison with posters and written reports. As Charles Van Loan at Cornell University

says [45], “A short talk is a captivating lead paragraph.” Students know from experience that the quality of a first

paragraph will determine who reads on. A successful short talk encourages listeners to ask questions and be attentive.

To aid students in preparing their talk, there are many resources that give excellent guidelines. Some that we have used

are contained in [30, 45]. Although many resources focus on short conference talks or interviews, their ideas apply to

classroom talks. In fact, many of our students go on to give conference talks.

A good talk should include the three basic sections of the written report, as well as a concise, comprehensive intro-

duction and some concrete examples. The talks are given during class and allow time for questions from students and

the instructor. An interesting side note of using all three presentation types is that students will often talk about how it

is much easier to write a paper than it is to give a talk. The level of understanding needed for executing a good talk is

naturally higher than for writing a paper, and students often find themselves spending much more time preparing their

talks than they thought they would.

1.4 Grading

The three modes of presentation (paper, poster, and talk) require different grading strategies. The poster and the talk

are graded similarly and have two main components: the peer review and the instructor review. Since students choose

projects from a wide range of topics, it is usually the case that not every student is familiar with each project. This is

important to peer reviewers: the poster and talk should explain the project in ways they can understand.

As previously mentioned, a poster should impart information without an accompanying oral presentation. However,

posters are much more informative if they are presented orally. Therefore, the poster peer review grades the poster as a

stand-alone report and as part of an overall presentation.1 Prior to class time, students grade classmates’ posters based

solely on the poster. On presentation day the students grade together the poster presentation and poster. Students are

provided rubrics in both cases. The two scores typically differ. The instructor grades parallel to the peer reviews and

also has rubrics to follow. The grading rubrics we have used are included in the sections that follow.

Talks are graded much the same way as posters. However, there is no pre-talk evaluation. Given that students are

presenting many different projects to one another, it is important that the talks begin with specific introductions and

explain quite clearly to the class the project’s central problem.

How the peer reviews factor into the project grade varies greatly among instructors. Typically they are used as guides

for the presenters. Quite often they agree with the instructor’s grade. In some cases, they count for a small portion of

the project grade. Regardless, the exercise of being a peer reviewer is valuable for students.

1Logistically, posters are not typically printed on poster paper unless the student will be presenting at a conference. In the case of conferences,

posters are not printed until after grading to allow for corrections and revisions before conference time. For class review and grading, electronic

versions are displayed with a projector during class.
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Grading the written reports is based on the report’s sections. Assigning point values to the three sections helps to break

down the grading effort and helps specify to students areas for improvement. The point values may vary according to

instructor and project, so we have not included examples of point breakdowns here. However, there are typically two

main aspects to the written report evaluation: the accuracy of the mathematical details, and the style and flow of the

paper. The authors suggest consulting [11] for more information on grading writing in mathematics.

1.4.1 Grading Rubrics

1.4.1.1 Rubric for Visual Aid/Oral Presentation

We include two rubrics for the peer review. Table 1.1 contains the rubric for visual aids such as poster or slides for an

oral presentation. Table 1.2 contains the rubric for the oral presentations. Peer reviewers are often requested to provide

more detailed comments on the backs of their grading sheets.

Table 1.3 presents a rubric for instructors’ grading of student poster presentations or talks. The grading is done during

the presentation and returned to the students shortly afterwards. Typically point values are assigned to each relevant

area.

Excellent (4) Good (3) Adequate (2) Substandard (1)

Layout Organization enhances

information, font size

appropriate,

well-organized,

professional

Right quantity of

information, font size

appropriate, not

cluttered, logically

organized, may have a

typo

Quantity of information

appropriate most of the

time, some issues with

font size, organization

could be improved,

more than two typos or

errors

Too much/too little

information, hard to

read, busy,

colors/graphics

detract from overall

presentation

Graphics Graphics or special

effects enhance text,

graphics replace

detailed wording, color

helps enhance text,

labeled and easy to

interpret

Graphics and color

relevant, graphics

replace some wording,

graphics labeled and

easy to interpret

Graphics and color

relevant, borderline too

many or too few, most

appropriately labeled,

some unnecessary

animations

Too many or too few

graphics, graphics

detract from text,

unreadable or

unlabeled, hard to

interpret

Headings Clear, self-explanatory,

appropriate length,

enhance readability

Self-explanatory,

appropriate to text,

appropriate length, may

have a typo

Most self-contained,

follow the text,

appropriate length most

of the time, two or

more typos

Not clear, detract

from text, too

long/too short, many

typos

Coherence Notation clear and

simple, visual aid

understandable without

oral explanation,

ordering of areas

appropriate to project

(not simply

chronological)

Notation logical and

consistent, can

understand most of aid

without oral

explanation, ordering of

areas appropriate

Notation consistent, not

always clear, can

understand main idea of

project without oral

explanation, ordering

chronological

Complicated

notation, requires oral

explanation to

understand project

Overall Design, background

coloring, font

size/color, ordering of

material all excellent,

error-free

Design, background

coloring, font

size/color, ordering of

material good, may

have one or two typos

Design, background

coloring, font

size/color, ordering of

material adequate, few

problems

Design, background

coloring, font

size/color, ordering of

material substandard,

major problems

Table 1.1. Student rubric used for grading visual aids
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Excellent (4) Good (3) Adequate (2) Substandard (1)

Timing Excellent pace, ended

on time

Good pace, sometimes

too fast/slow, ended on

time

Rushed/slow several

places, ended too

early/late

Timing wrong, not

practiced

Intro/conclusion < 1=3 total

presentation time,

excellent balance of

introduction/

conclusion material

and results, excellent

grasp of relevance of

project

< 1=3 total

presentation time,

good balance of

introduction and

conclusion material vs.

results, can explain

relevance of project

Introduction or

conclusion too

long/short, missing

some important

information, not sure

how project is relevant

Missing major back-

ground information,

no explanation of

relevance of project

Presentation Excellent eye contact

with audience, speaks

loudly and clearly, did

not block visual aids

Eye contact with

audience most of the

time, speaking

understandable most

of the time, did not

block visual aids

Some eye contact with

audience, speech

unclear many times,

sometimes blocked

visual aids

No eye contact, speech

unclear, blocked visual

aids

Clarity Followed visual aids,

but did not read

verbatim, explained in

words rather than

jargon, used analogies

to make concepts

easier to understand

Followed visual aids,

most of presentation

understandable, made

an effort to make

concepts clear to the

audience

Mostly read visual

aids, used “math

jargon” rather than

words, not sensitive to

audience

understanding

Read visual aids,

not clear, not

sensitive to audience

understanding

Level Talk accessible to

classmates or other

mid-level math majors

Some of talk

accessible to

classmates or math

majors, but some

aimed towards

instructor

Talk only accessible to

instructor

Incomprehensible

Table 1.2. Student rubric used for grading oral presentations

1.4.1.2 Instructions for Scientific Paper

Below is the paper assignment we give to our students. Clearly defining each section of the paper helps students

articulate the goals and results of their projects. The paper can also be used as a paradigm for later technical research

papers. Such a well-defined structure helps to make the grading more consistent, even when the projects address

diverse topics.

Specifications:

Your assignment will consist of three parts:

1. Written description of the work

The written description of your work will constitute approximately 50% of your grade and should contain the

following sections. Each section should be properly marked by a bold heading. If you know LATEX, use it! If not,

other word processing software is fine to use - as long as graphics can be embedded into the document.

(a) Title Page – A title page needs a title and date as well as your hand-written signature and (if you worked

in a group) the hand-written signature of each member of your group. The signatures indicate that you (or

your group) have complied with the honor code and requirements for this course. The title page is a place

to be creative. Make it as eye-catching as you want, but be professional.
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Presentation

1. All presenters contributed equally to presentation (if applicable)

2. Gave an introduction to problem(s) solved

3. Clearly stated results and method(s)

COMMENTS:

Visual Aid

1. Details of solution correct

2. Aid shows a clear introduction, method, and solution

3. Project tasks completed correctly

4. Overall presentation of project

COMMENTS:

Understanding

1. Answers questions from class/instructor

2. All presenters can answer questions about project (if applicable)

3. Understanding of goals and methods of the project

COMMENTS:

Table 1.3. Instructor rubric used for grading oral presentations

(b) Statement of the Problem – Provide a concise statement of the general problem objectives. Include all

pertinent information necessary for the reader to understand the solution as well as the importance or

impact of the solution. Use your own words, not your instructor’s or Wikipedia’s.

(c) Description of the Solution Procedure – This section should contain a brief but complete description of

the methods you used (identifying algorithms by name, if appropriate), a brief presentation of the mathe-

matics you used, numerical values in table form, and a description of your program(s) that identifies any

unique features. Pseudo-code descriptions may be included here or as appendices when appropriate. Equa-

tions and algorithms are best presented when they are centered on their own line(s) with a space above and

below the line(s) they are on. If you refer to an equation or algorithm later in your write-up, you should

include at its first appearance a number in parentheses, (#) , at the right margin of the line (or the middle of

the lines) on which it appears. This lets you refer later in the write-up merely to the equation number (#).

All of the pieces in this section need to be woven together in smoothly flowing English.

(d) Discussion of Results and Conclusions – Here is where you explain your results and why you think that

they represent a solution to the problem given. Explain what procedures your group took to be certain the

results are correct (and what “correct” may mean in your project). Mention patterns you may see in the

results. Be extremely careful to address each of the questions asked in the assignment. Describe troubles

or difficulties the group encountered in the assignment. Each table, graph, and figure included should be

captioned and referred to in the text. Add any information useful in evaluating your results, for example,
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checks of answer, generalization of the procedure to other problems, possible programming improvements

that could be made, and so on. All of these pieces will contribute to your grade for this section of your

write-up.

2. Computer Programs

Your programs will constitute approximately 50% of your grade for this assignment. Final programs should be

submitted electronically. The names of the members of your group should be contained in your programs as

comments.

Programs will be graded first on performance (do they successfully solve the problem under study?) and sec-

ond on good programming style. Beautifully written and creative code that produces incorrect results is not

good code. Good programming style consists of features like using functions and subfunctions, labeling results

clearly (output consisting of just a string of numbers is not a good output style), being able to print out useful

intermediate values, and producing readable code (with descriptive variable names and file names for functions

and main programs, a plethora of illuminating comments, well-structured design, efficient programming logic,

etc.).

3. Honor Pledge

This section should include:

(a) Pledge: The final part should be a statement of the pledge indicating that this is entirely your (or your

group’s) own work. Sources used should be cited. (This includes Internet sources.) Sharing of “nearly

identical” code will be penalized.

(b) Individual Contributions: All group members are expected to contribute to the development of the program-

ming assignment in whatever way was agreed upon by the group. Required here is a listing of individual

contributions to the work done to complete the programming assignment, either individuals with their con-

tributions, or parts of the solution process and final product with contributors. It sometimes happens that

all group members participated in all aspects. An individual’s grade for the project may be reduced from

the groups final project grade for lack of sufficient participation. It is not expected that each group member

will perform some particular percentage of the work. It is expected however, that each group member be

an active part of the group in whatever way was agreed on by the group. Please be sure that your group

communicates its expectations clearly amongst its members.

(c) Signatures: Your signature indicates your agreement with the listing of individual contributions. If there

is a disagreement about this designation, then each group member must individually and privately turn

in to the instructor his or her evaluation of each group member’s contribution to the project. This will be

necessary only in rare circumstances. Individual final grades on the project will then be assigned as the

instructor sees fit.

Advice and Final Thoughts

This assignment may be quite challenging and will take most students a large block of time to complete properly. To

minimize late nights in the lab, it is paramount you get started right away. The last few days prior to the due date

should be devoted primarily to writing the scientific report. If your program is not completed at least a few days before

the due date, your write-up will visibly suffer. One goal for this class, besides developing some basic programming,

numerical analysis, and group work skills, is for you to begin to develop your technical writing skills. You will be given

additional suggestions for improving your technical writing on assignments. Technical communication is an important

skill for members of the scientific community. Being able to communicate ideas orally to colleagues and in writing

to the wider scientific community is essential. Often, strong scientific work is initially ignored or misunderstood as a

result of poor communication.

Finally, proof read your work.
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1.5 Organization

In this book we present 30 computational projects. Many of these projects have been presented as posters at regional

conferences. Since our motive is to introduce undergraduate research into the classroom, we have also included ways

to extend these projects to full semester-long undergraduate research projects. Many of our students have done just

that.

Each project has information about implementation, mathematical and technological prerequisites, and the areas of

mathematical focus. We also include instructor remarks about the project and indicate what majors in the class were

typically interested, since our classes tended to have several majors represented. Though this was not distributed to

students in our classes, we also include a mathematical background/history section for each project. This background

material could be given to students if the instructor feels they need more introductory material. We emphasize here

that our projects are oriented to self-discovery and do not involve an introduction to the topic. We feel in most cases

our students learn quite a bit without the introduction. At the end of each project assignment we include ways in

which to expand these projects into longer undergraduate research projects. The scheduling of these projects usually

corresponds to regional conferences in the area, with due dates set shortly before the actual conference. This strategy

allows students to be motivated and excited about their projects, which are fresh on their minds, when they present

them at the conference. Instructors are free to make copies of any project in this book for class use as long as the

copyright notice appears.

The projects are separated into three chapters according to their main categories:

1. Computer Exploration of Mathematical Concepts (12 projects)

2. Numerical Algorithms (10 projects)

3. Advanced Numerical Analysis (8 projects)

Projects grouped in Computer Exploration only require a precalculus background and a short introduction to com-

puter programming. In many cases students have had at most three weeks of exposure to programming when the

projects were assigned. The motivation behind these projects was to provide a mechanism for reinforcing program-

ming concepts in class and to give the students an interesting way to explore mathematical concepts with their new

programming skills.

Projects in the Numerical Algorithms category include the main topics areas of a first course in numerical algorithms.

Such topics include: fixed point iteration, root finding, polynomial interpolation, linear algebra routines for solving

Ax D b, and numerical differentiation and integration. The prerequisite for these projects was first-year calculus

(including Taylor series). All other underlying concepts, including linear algebra, were taught as part of the class or as

part of the project.

Projects in Advanced Numerical Analysis were given in a senior-level numerical linear algebra class. These topics

are more specialized than the others.

At the end of each chapter we include a prize winning student poster from a project in that chapter.
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